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Annette M. B. de Groot
Psychonomics Department, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
Four experiments are reported in which the magnitude of the associativepriming effect is manipulated by varying both the experimental task and
the conditions within a given task. The between-task manipulation
involved a comparison of priming effects in length categorization on the
one hand and lexical decision on the other. The within-task manipulation
involved varying the type of letter strings presented as the nonword
stimuli in lexical decisions. Pseudowords and two types of orthographically illegal letter strings-namely, consonant strings and random letter
strings-served as nonwords. Finally, the effect of varying the proportion
of pseudowords to illegal nonwords across four sets of experimental
materials was investigated. On the whole, these within- and between-task
manipulations turned out to be very effective ways of affecting the size of
the associative-priming effect. Also, the size of the lexicality effect (the
difference between the RTs to word and nonword stimuli) varied systematically with these within- and between-task manipulations. The results are
discussed in relation to both Shulman and Davison’s (1977) parallelprocessing model and Balota and Chumbley’s (1984) account of lexical
decision.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Undoubtedly one of the best-attested findings in psycholinguistic experimentation of the past 15 years is the “associative-priming effect” in
visual lexical decision, a task that requires that subjects categorize letter
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strings as words or nonwords. In the most common version of the
“primed” lexical-decision task, each of the letter strings to be categorized (the “target”) is preceded by a stimulus (mostly a word or a
sentence fragment) to which no overt response has to be given, and the
influence of this stimulus (the “prime”) on target processing is investigated. In a seminal study by Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) another
version of this task was used. Here the subjects’ responses involved a
combined decision with respect to the lexical status of two simultaneously presented letter strings. In their experiment Meyer and Schvaneveldt were the first to observe that an associative relationship between
two pairwise presented words affects lexical-decision RT: deciding that
two simultaneously presented letter strings were both words took less
time when these two words were associatively related (as concluded from
their co-occurrence as stimulus word and response word in association
norms) than when they were unrelated. This associative-priming effect
has since then been shown to occur in numerous other lexical-decision
studies using either of the above two versions of the task.
Generally, a major concern of researchers using the lexical-decision
technique is to clarify one or more aspects of the lexical-access procedure in word recognition. But the use of this task per se does not
guarantee lexical access. In order to effectuate lexical access, pseudowords (i.e. letter strings that conform to the orthography and phonology
of the language in which the experiment is run, but that carry no
meaning) are typically chosen as the stimuli that require a “nonword”
classification. In discriminating between words and these pseudowordnonwords it is necessary to consult the mental lexicon. In contrast, if
words have to be discriminated from orthographically illegal letter
strings, “lexical” decisions may be based on the output of more shallow,
non- or pre-lexical levels of stimulus processing, such as visual or
phonemic coding.
For researchers investigating the above associative-priming effect,
the choice of pseudowords as nonwords in lexical decision was a natural
consequence of the common view that this effect is presumably caused
by processes that affect the activation levels of word representations at
the lexical level (e.g. automatic spreading activation between the representations of associatively related words in the mental lexicon, and the
directing of attention from a word to the lexical representations of one or
more other words; see Neely, 1977), and to a process that operates on the
meanings of prime and target (meaning integration; e.g. De Groot, 1985;
Forster, 1981). All of these alleged sources of the associative-priming
effect thus presuppose a relatively deep level of stimulus processing.
Shulman and Davison (1977) provided a clear demonstration of the
dependency of the associative-priming effect on the level of stimulus
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processing. In a primed lexical-decision study they manipulated the
level of stimulus processing by varying the type of nonwords presented
to the subjects. In one of the experimental conditions pseudowords
served as the nonword stimuli; in the second condition orthographically
illegal letter strings were the nonword stimuli. They argued that when
pseudowords are used it is necessary that subjects attempt to assign a
semantic code to the stimuli, since, “the only basis for distinguishing
between a word and [such] a nonword is by determining whether or not a
letter string on a given trial is a meaningful string (p. 92)”. On the other
hand, when illegal letter strings, such as strings of consonants, serve as
nonwords, lexical decisions only require determining whether or not the
letter strings are orthographically legal, and the coding of semantic
content can be omitted.
Shulman and Davison obtained reliable associative-priming effects
when both pseudowords and illegal nonwords were used, but the effect
was considerably smaller with illegal nonwords. They explained their
results in terms of a parallel-processing model that assumes orthographic, phonemic and semantic coding to occur in parallel, with
randomly determined completion times. The mean time to completion is
assumed to be longer for semantic coding than for orthographic and
phonemic coding. Consequently, on most trials orthographic and phonemic information will become available before semantic information.
They assumed processing to be terminated as soon as the coding
operation relevant to resolve response uncertainty is completed. In the
case of consonant-string nonwords the response can be derived from all
three types of codes, but as most of the time the orthographic and
phonemic codes will be available first, one of these two codes will
determine the response. However, occasionally the semantic code will be
available first, thus controlling the response. Shulman and Davison
assume that only on these trials can a priming effect occur, resulting in
the above relatively small effect in the consonant-string nonword
condition.
In contrast, when words have to be discriminated from pseudowords,
orthographic and phonemic codes do not provide the relevant information, because as real words, pseudowords are orthographically and
phonologically regular (see above). Therefore processing has to continue
beyond these coding operations, and the response can only be selected
when semantic content has been evaluated. As consulting semantic
information is now an obligatory processing step, an associative-priming
effect can occur on all trials, and the overall priming effect will therefore
be relatively large (Shulman and Davison, 1977, pp. 97-98).
Smith, Theodor and Franklin (1983, p. 704) pointed out that Shulman and Davison’s interpretation of their results is not the only feasible
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one. Instead of regarding associative priming as an all-or-none effect
that only occurs as a result of semantic coding, they suggested that
different levels of processing may give rise to different amounts of
priming: “Shallow” and “deep” coding operations might produce weak
and strong priming effects, respectively.’ According to this view, the
small associative-priming effect in the consonant-string condition is not
the net effect of a large priming effect on some trials (those on which
semantic coding finishes before the more shallow coding operations) and
the absence of any priming on the remaining trials (those on which one
of the more shallow coding operations is completed first). Instead, it is
attributed to one of the more shallow coding operations determining the
response on all trials. Henceforth this view will be referred to as the
“single-processing” model. One of the purposes of the present study
was to clarify this issue.
Discriminating between words and pseudowords does not necessarily
involve the semantic coding that Shulman and Davison assume to occur
under those circumstances.* I therefore chose not to adopt their terminology (semantic, orthographic and phonemic coding) in referring to the
different levels of processing involved, but to use the more neutral terms
“lexical” and “non-lexical” processing instead. The term “lexical
processing” is merely meant to communicate that in order to perform
the task properly the subjects will at least have to attempt to locate a
representation of the stimulus in the mental lexicon. The term “nonlexical processingyyis meant to indicate that no such attempt has to be
undertaken.
In Experiment 1 the relationship between non-lexical processing and
the associative-priming effect is investigated. More specifically, the
I The terms ‘‘shallow” and “deep” coding are commonly used in the “depth-ofprocessing” conception of perception, which regards stimulus perception as consisting of a
series of processing stages. “Preliminary [shallow]stages are concerned with the analysis of
such physical or sensory features as lines, angles, brightness, pitch and loudness, while
later [deep] stages . . . are concerned with pattern recognition and the extraction of
meaning” (Craik and Lockhart,1972, p. 675).
The view that it is necessary to consult the meaning representations of words when in
lexical decision words are to be distinguished from pseudowords seems to imply that not
only words, but also pseudowords are represented in the mental lexicon. However, a more
parsimonious and certainly the more widely accepted view is that only representations of
words are stored there. If that is, indeed, the case, semantic coding is a redundant step in
the word/nonword categorization process. Merely locating or failing to locate an entry that
matches the input letter string would then suffice for concluding that the stimulus must
have been a word or a pseudoword, respectively. Even the occurrence of the present
associative-priming effect does not unequivocally evidence the processing of a target to a
semantic level in lexical decision. As already pointed out by Meyer and Schvaneveldt
(1971), this effect may simply reflect the internal organization of the mental lexicon.
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question is posed whether any priming occurs when task performance
does not involve lexical processing of the stimulus. Such a priming effect
would support the single-processing model. “Length categorization”
was chosen as the candidate task for non-lexical task performance. In
this task the subjects decide whether the target stimuli contain more or
less than a given number of letters. Obviously, this task enables the
subjects to respond without having to access the mental lexicon.
In trying to determine whether any priming occurs with non-lexical
stimulus processing, it is necessary first to ascertain that the task at hand
is indeed performed non-lexically. In order to be able to establish this
for the present length-categorization task, both words and nonwords are
presented as target stimuli, and the “lexicality effect” (i.e. the difference
between the overall RTs to word and nonword targets) will be assessed.
In models of word recognition, non-zero lexicality effects are typically
attributed to operations at a lexical level of processing (see for instance
Forster, 1976). Therefore, if length categorization is indeed performed
non-lexically, a zero lexicality effect should be observed in that task.
The relationship between non-lexical processing and associative
priming having been determined in Experiment 1, the same stimulus
materials are presented in Experiment 2, which is a close replication of
Shulman and Davison’s (1977) primed lexical-decision study. As in
their study, the required level of stimulus analysis is manipulated by
varying, across subject groups, the type of letter strings presented as
nonwords. The only potentially relevant difference between Shulman
and Davison’s study and the present Experiment 2 is that their subjects
categorized two simultaneously presented letter strings as being both
words or not (cf. Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971), whereas here the first
of two successively presented letter strings (the prime) is always a word
not to be responded to overtly by the subjects, and a lexical decision is
only required to the second letter string. The latter procedure was
chosen, firstly, because it is easier to control the order of processing of
two successive than two simultaneously presented letter strings (cf.
Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971) and, secondly, because in demanding
combined decisions with respect to the lexical status of two simultaneously presented letter strings that co-vary on the depth-of-processing
manipulation, the effects of prime-processing depth and of targetprocessing depth on priming are confounded. Smith et al. (1983) used
the same procedure as Shulman and Davison (1977).
If, as evidenced by a zero lexicality effect, length categorization turns
out to be performed non-lexically, the combined pattern of associativepriming effects obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 will allow a choice
between the above accounts of residual priming in lexical decision with
illegal nonwords. The parallel-processing account can only be upheld:
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(1) if as in Shulman and Davison’s study, the associative-priming effect
in the consonant-string condition of Experiment 2 is smaller than the
priming effect in the pseudoword condition, and (2) if at the same time
the priming effect in the consonant-string condition of Experiment 2 is
larger than this effect in the length-categorization task, since otherwise
there is no reason to assign any role to lexical processing when consonant
strings serve as the nonwords in lexical decision.
Note that, even though Shulman and Davison regard associative
priming as an all-or-none effect of lexical processing (see above), their
parallel-processing model per se does not necessarily predict a null
effect of associative priming in a task where responding is exclusively
based on non-lexical processing of the stimuli. In order to be supported,
the model only demands that there is less priming in a truly non-lexical
task than in the consonant-string condition of the lexical-decision
experiment.
Experiments 3 and 4 further investigate how the type of nonwords
affects the level of stimulus processing in lexical decision. In Experiment
3 I attempt to identify the non-lexical processing strategy that was
exploited in the consonant-string condition of Experiment 2, by adding
a second illegal-nonword condition to the consonant-string condition of
Experiment 2. Experiment 4 manipulates the proportion of pseudowords
to orthographically illegal letter strings across different sets of experimental materials.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Materials
The test materials consisted of two lists of 224 prime-target stimuli, 112 with a
word as target and 112 with a nonword as target. The word-target stimuli (i.e.
the prime-target stimuli with a word as target) of List 1 and those of List 2 were
exactly the same. The primes and targets in all these 112 stimuli were Dutch
nouns. In 56 of them the target was a primary (54) or a secondary (2) associate of
the prime (de Groot, 1980). Of the 56 targets in these stimuli, 28 were longer
than five letters, and 28 were shorter. The mean associative strength to the prime
was 44.0% for the related targets with more than five letters and 45.5% for the
related targets with less than five letters. The corresponding standard deviations
were 21.3 and 19.6. The remaining 56 word-target stimuli were formed by
rearranging related prime-target pairs into pairs of unrelated words.
One may expect length categorization to be easier the larger the difference
between the number of letters in the target and the number of letters chosen as
the standard, which was five letters here. In order to test this, target length was
varied systematically within the two decision classes (more vs. less than five
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letters): Of the 28 word targets longer than five letters, 14 consisted of six letters
and all but 3 of the remaining 14 consisted of seven letters; 2 word targets were
eight, and 1 was nine letters long. Of the 28 word targets shorter than five letters,
14 consisted of three and 14 of four letters. The 3 word targets with more than
seven letters had to be included because an exhaustive search of the association
norms only produced 11 combinations of a stimulus word and a seven-letter
response word with an associative strength comparable to that of the remaining
stimulus-response pairs selected as stimuli for the present experiment.
Whereas all word targets shorter than five letters were one-syllable words,
most of the targets longer than five letters consisted of more than one syllable. It
appeared impossible to prevent confounding of target length in letters with
target length in syllables. Whether or not the subjects categorize the targets
according to their number of syllables can be deduced from the responses to
one-syllable words of more than five letters: With categorization based on
syllable counting, these words will tend to be assigned incorrectly to the same
category as the less-than-five-letters words. Anticipating the results of this
experiment, it turned out that no more errors were, in fact, made to these words
than to two-syllable words of more than five letters. It thus seems that the
subjects performed the task according to the instructions.
Appendix A shows all word-target materials presented in this experiment,
together with the association frequency of the target to the prime in the related
pairs.
Fifty-six nouns, none of which occurred as prime or target among the
word-target materials, served as primes to the nonword targets of both List 1 and
List 2. In List 1, 56 nonwords were pseudowords derived from a new set of
Dutch nouns by changing, adding or deleting one or two letters. These
pseudowords were paired with 56 word primes. The second set of 56
nonword-target stimuli of List 1 was formed by recombining the primes and
targets of the first set (a procedure similar to that used to create unrelated word
target stimuli out of related ones). Target length was varied in exactly the same
way as it was among the word-target materials. The 112 nonword-target stimuli
of List 2 were derived from those of List 1 by replacing all vowels of the
pseudowords in the latter list by consonants.
In addition to the 224 test stimuli, the List-1 and List-2 materials both
included 56 practice stimuli, 28 with a word as target and 28 with a nonword as
target. All nonwords in the practice sets of List 1 and List 2 were pseudowords
and consonant strings, respectively. Among the practice materials all types of
stimuli occurred in about the same proportion as among the test materials.

Subjects and Apparatus
All subjects who participated in this and the following experiments were
students at the University of Nijmegen. They received payment for
participating. They were tested in a group experiment room that allowed up to
four individual, independent sessions simultaneously under control of a PDP
11/34 computer system. Stimuli were presented (white on grey) on individual
TV monitors under program control. Individual stimulus presentation and
response time (RT) recording were performed by a program called LEXSYS
(Hudson, Maarse and Bouwhuisen, 1983).
Forty subjects took part in Experiment 1,with 10 subjects assigned to each of
four groups (see next Section on Procedure).
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Procedure
One to four subjects at a time were tested in a normally lit room, separated from
one another by screens. They sat in front of a monitor at a comfortable reading
distance. They were told that pairs of letter strings would appear one after the
other on the screen, that the first letter string of every pair (the prime) was
always a word, but that the second (the target) would either be a word or not.
They were asked to determine, both as quickly and as accurately as possible,
whether the second letter string within each pair of letter strings was longer or
shorter than five letters. The List-1 materials (pseudowords as nonwords) were
presented to 20 of the subjects; the remaining 20 subjects received the List-2
materials (consonant strings as nonwords). Within each of these two groups, 10
had to press the right-hand one of two push-buttons for their ‘‘longer”
responses and the left-hand push-button for their “shorter” responses; and the
response-to-button assignment was reversed for the remaining 10. The List-1
and List-2 data were collected in parallel-that is, of the subjects tested
simultaneously, some were presented with the List-1 materials and some with
the List-2 materials.
Prior to every pair of letter strings, a fixation stimulus (an asterisk) appeared
on the screen for 1 sec, slightly above and to the left of where the prime was to
appear. There was then a blank inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 20 msec. The
prime was then presented (in lower-case letters) in the middle of the screen for
400 msec. Following prime offset there was a blank IS1 of 40 msec (i.e. the prime
onsetltarget onset-asynchrony was 440 msec). Subsequently the target appeared
(in lower-case letters) one line below the place where the prime had been. It
remained on the screen until the subject pressed one of the two response keys.
Another 20 msec later one of the words CORRECT, WRONG, or SLOW was
shown on the screen (in upper-case letters), two lines below the position of the
earlier target. The word SLOW (instead of CORRECT, or WRONG) was
shown when the response was correct, but exceeded a 1,200 msec deadline. This
accuracy feedback remained on the screen for 2 sec; 1 sec after its offset the
fixation stimulus reappeared.
The subjects were told that they did not have to determine the length of the
first letter strings (the primes) within the presented stimuli, but they were not to
ignore them, nor any of the other events on the screen. The order in which the
stimuli were presented was random, and it was different for all subjects. Practice
and test materials were presented in blocks of 28 stimuli each. After each block,
the mean R T and number of errors for that block were shown on the screen.
After a forced rest of minimally 10 sec the subject initiated the presentation of a
new block by pressing one of the two response buttons. Whenever the number of
errors for a given subject within a block exceeded 20%, a notice appeared on the
screen, immediately following the error, asking him or her to try to make less
errors.

Results and Discussion
The first analysis performed on the data was meant to establish that
length categorization is, indeed, performed non-lexically. As pointed
out above, the relevant comparison is that between the overall RTs to
word and to nonword targets.
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For each subject a mean R T was calculated of correct responses to all
word targets, related and unrelated combined. Also, each subject’s mean
R T of all correct nonword-target responses was calculated. On these two
means per subject, a 2 (Target type: words vs. nonwords) x 2 (Nonword
type: pseudowords vs. consonant strings) x 2 (Response-to-button assignments, henceforth to be referred to as the “button” variable) x 10
(Subjects) ANOVA was performed, treating target type as a withinsubjects variable and nonword type and button as between-subjects
variable^.^ On the item means the corresponding 2 x 2 x 2 x 112 (Items)
ANOVA was performed, treating nonword type and button as withinitems variables and target type as a between-items variable.*
The results of this analysis support the conclusion that length
categorization is indeed performed non-lexically: The overall R T to
nonword targets was about the same (448 msec) as that to word targets
(447 msec). This was the case both when pseudowords served as
nonwords (443 msec for words vs. 444 msec for nonwords) and when
consonant strings served as nonwords (450 msec for words vs. 452 msec
for nonwords). None of the main effects and interactions was significant
or approached significance. The mean RTs and standard deviations for
all eight conditions formed by the two levels of each of the variables
target type, nonword type and button are shown in the first two columns
of Table I. The input for the measures of standard deviation were the
mean RTs of all individual subjects for each of the two target-type
conditions, collapsed across all 112 items within each of these conditions.
In this and all following experiments the error data were inspected to
see whether the subjects might have traded off speed with accuracy.
Since it appeared that this had not been the case in any of the
experiments, the error data were not subjected to further analysis. An
exception to this was made in Experiment 4, where, as will be argued
there, the error data are particularly relevant. Percentages of errors for
All further analyses of RT data reported in this paper also encompass RTs of correct
responses only. Furthermore, in this and all further analyses the data were trimmed such
that RTs shorter than 100 msec and longer than 1,400 msec were excluded.
$ Treating nonword type as a within-items variable in this analysis i
s not altogether
correct, since obviously only the word targets were repeated across the two nonword-type
conditions. The analysis with nonword type as a between-items variable (which is equally
incorrect, because now the word targets are unjustly treated as unrepeated across the
nonword-type conditions) has also been performed. It showed the same main effects and
interaction effects to be significant and their significance levels to be about the same. Both
types of analyses were also carried out on the data of Experiments 3 and 4, again producing
the same pattern of results. There, as in Experiment 2, only the former type of analysis will
be reported.

2

452
454
127
116

143
134

SD

2.9
2.5

1.8
3.3

ER

-3

448

451

51

506
557

RT

83
77

122
110

SD

2.1
1.0

3.8
3.1
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36

457
493

81
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612
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125
110
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1.4
2.0

1.8
2.5
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27

447
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61

505
566
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Note: Mean response times given in rnsec. Error rates given in percentages.

86
72

97
95
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99
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1.1
0.8

1.5
0.6

2.6
1.7
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nonwords-left

31

1.5
2.1

0

451
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words-left/
nonwords-right
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effect

2

lexicality
effect

124
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2.4
1.8
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words-right/
nonwords-left

Experiment 3

428
459

449
451

109
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longer-left/
shorter-right

Experiment 2
button

Random
words
letter strings nonwords

strings

words
nonwords

3

lexicality
effect

Consonant

435
438

words
nonwords

Pseudowords

RT

Target
type

Non word
type

longer-right/
shorter-left

Experiment 1
button

Mean Response Times, Standard Deviations and Error Rates for All Nonword Type x Target Type x Button Conditions (Experiments I ,
2 and 3 )

Table I
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the different experimental conditions are reported in Table I in conjunction with the corresponding R T data. In addition to actual errors, these
error scores include responses faster than 100 msec and those slower
than 1,400 msec. These very fast and very slow responses were given on
a negligible number of trials only.
Having established that length categorization is performed nonlexically, the next step is to determine the relation between non-lexical
processing and associative priming. More specifically, the question at
stake is whether any priming occurs when task performance does not
involve lexical processing. T o answer this question, the following
analyses were performed.
For each subject mean RTs were calculated for the eight word-target
conditions formed by the two levels of each of the variables target length
(longer vs. shorter than five letters), relatedness (related vs. unrelated)
and ease (easy categorization: 3 and 7 or more letters, vs. difficult
categorization: 4 and 6 letters). A 2 (Target length) x 2 (Relatedness) x 2
(Ease) x 2 (Nonword type) X 2 (Button) X 10 (Subjects) ANOVA was
performed on these means, treating target length, relatedness and ease as
within-subjects variables, and nonword type and button as betweensubjects variables. Furthermore, the corresponding 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 14
(Items) ANOVA was performed on the item means. Relatedness,
nonword type and button were treated as within-items variables and
target length and ease as between-items variables. Table I1 shows the
mean RTs, standard deviations and error rates of all conditions formed
by both levels of each of the five variables in this analysis.
The major outcome of this analysis is that in neither of the two
nonword-type conditions is there any effect of associative priming, The
overall RTs for related and unrelated targets were 448 msec and 446
msec, respectively. Of the main effects only those of length, minF(1,
81)=5.01,p<0.05, and ease, minF(1,87)=60.56,p<0.01, were significant; length categorizations of words longer than five letters took 17
msec longer than those of words shorter than five letters; easy length
categorizations (to words of 7 or more or to words of 3 letters) were 50
msec faster than difficult length categorizations (to 4-letter and 6-letter
words). The only interaction effect to reach significance was that
between length and ease, minF’( 1, 86) = 6.76, p < 0.05, indicating that
the effect of ease was considerably larger for words shorter than five
letters (67 msec) than it was for words longer than five letters (35msec).
The same analyses were performed on the nonword-target data,
except that on the item analysis nonword type was treated as a betweenitems variable. Of course, relatedness is a dummy variable in this
analysis. Of the main effects only that of ease was statistically reliable,
minF(1,110>= 61.72,p<0.01; easy length categorizations were45 msec

462
462

related
unrelated
priming effect

difficult
0

407
410
3

related
unrelated
priming effect

446
458
12

related
unrelated
priming effect

difficult

easy

416
420
4

RT

related
unrelated
priming effect

Relatedness

easy

Ease

121
133

78
81

115
121

95
99

SD

5.7
2.1

1.4
0.7

2.9
3.6

1.4
1.4

ER

longer-right/
shorter-left

119

SD

491
471
- 20

399
410
11

473
469
-4

-5

180
148

112
120

148
162

444 113

449

RT

3.6
4.3

0.7
0.7

2.1
1.4

0.7
0.7

ER

longer-left/
shorter-right

Pseudowords
button

Nore: Mean response times given in msec. Error rates given in percentages.

Shorter than five

Longer than five

Target length

~~

474
460
- 14

409
408
-1

485
489
4

437
434
-3

RT

140
135

89
87

140
135

110
114

SD

2.1
3.6

0.0
0.0

2.1
2.1

2.1
0.0

ER

472
482
10

403
396
-7

490
473
- 17

450
454
4

RT

130
161

97
96

129
116

113
131

SD

~

5.7
2.9

2.1
0.0

4.3
3.6

1.4
2.9

ER

longer-left /
shorter-right

Consonant strings
button
longer-right/
shorter-left

~~

Mean Response Times, Standard Deviations and Error Rates for All Conditions Formed by the Two Levels of Each of the Variables Target
Length, Ease, Relatedness, Button and Nonword Type (Experiment I )

Table I1
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faster than difficult ones. The interaction between length and ease was
again significant, m i n F (1, 124) = 6.23, p < 0.05, showing that the effect
of ease was a lot larger for nonwords shorter than five letters (57 msec)
than it was for nonwords longer than five letters (32 msec). Finally, two
of the third-order interactions approached significance, but since both of
them involved the dummy variable relatedness, they will not be discussed any f ~ r t h e r . ~

EXPERIMENT 2
Having ascertained that no effect of associative priming occurs when
processing is non-lexical, the next experiment investigated whether the
effects of Shulman and Davison’s nonword-type manipulation would
also show in primed lexical decision where a word is always presented as
prime and only a lexical decision is required to the letter string following
the prime. A second and more important goal was to provide the data
that, together with those of Experiment 1, will allow a choice between
the parallel- or single-processing interpretations of performance (see
General Introduction).

Method
Materials
The materials presented in Experiment 2 were identical to those used i n
Experiment 1.

Subjects and Procedure
Forty subjects participated i n this experiment. The List-1 materials
(pseudowords as nonwords) were presented to 20 of them and the List-2
materials (consonant strings as nonwords) were presented t o the remaining 20.
Within each of these two groups, ten subjects had to indicate their “word”

For reasons that need not be exposed here, Experiment 1 was rerun, the only
difference with the present Experiment 1 being that all targets were presented in alternate
case. This replication produced exactly the same pattern of results: In neither of the two
nonword-type conditions did a lexicality effect occur, The overall RTs to word and
nonword targets were 434 and 433 msec, respectively. Also, no associative-priming effect
was observed (434 msec and 436 msec for related and unrelated targets, respectively).
Again the only reliable effecrs were those of ease (415 and 455 msec for easy and difficult
categorizations, respectively) and the interaction between length and ease: The effect of
ease was 60 msec for words shorter than five letters and only 20 msec for words longer than
five letters. These same effects also occurred in the nonword-target data: The overall RTs
for easy and difficult categorizations were 415 and 452 msec, respectively. This effect of
ease was 49 msec for non words shorter than five letters, whereas it was only 26 msec for
non words longer than five letters.
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responses by pressing the right-hand push-button and their "nonword"
responses by pressing the left-hand push-button. For the remaining ten subjects
within each group the response-to-button assignment was reversed. All
words-right/nonwords-left
data
were
collected
before
all
words-left/nonwords-rightdata, but the List-1 and List-2 data were collected in
parallel (see Procedure Section of Experiment 1).
The subjects were told that pairs of successive letter strings would appear on
the screen, that the first letter string within a pair would always be a word, but
that the second would either be a word, in which case they should press the
"word" button, or not, in which case they should press the "nonword" button.
In all other respects the experimental procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 1. Only after the experimental session were the subjects told that
they had not all been presented with the same type of nonwords.

Results and Discussion
In analysing the data of the present Experiment 2 as well as those of
Experiments 3 and 4 below, the same two types of analyses were
performed as reported for Experiment l-that is, the lexicality effect
was established for the different nonword-type conditions, and subsequently the associative-priming effects in these conditions were
assessed.
The lexicality effect in the two nonword-type conditions was assessed
in the same Target type x Nonword type x Button analyses (both by
subjects and by items) as reported for Experiment 1. The mean RTs,
standard deviations and error rates for all eight conditions formed by
the two levels of each of these three variables are presented in the third
and fourth columns of Table I.
Whereas no lexicality effect had occurred with length categorization,
the main effect of target type was now significant, minF( 1,76) = 34.38,
p < O . O I ; on the whole word targets were processed 41 msec faster than
nonword targets. The subjects in the pseudoword condition contributed
far more to this effect than the subjects in the consonant-string condition; whereas in the pseudoword condition the lexicality effect was 66
msec, it was only 16 msec in the consonant-string condition. This
interaction between target type and nonword type was statistically
reliable, mi*(
1,60)= 14.54, p < 0.01. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test
performed on the subject malysis showed that the 16-msec lexicality
effect in the consonant-string condition was not significant. A further
significant main effect was that of nonword type, minF'(1, 39) = 33.22,
p < 0.01; the subjects presented with consonant-string nonwords responded 89 msec faster overall than those presented with pseudowords as
nonwords. Finally, a significant main effect was observed for button,
minF(1,37) = 4.59, p < 0.05, as well as a significant interaction between
target type and button, minF'( 1,45) = 7.84, p < 0.01. The corresponding
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data are presented in Table I, but since they are not particularly
interesting for our present purposes, they will not be discussed any
further.
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that we may only expect to find
an effect of associative priming if, as evidenced by a lexicality effect,
lexical processing of targets occurs. Thus, presently an associativepriming effect should only be observed in the pseudoword condition.
The pattern of results emerging from the appropriate analyses confirmed this prediction. These analyses were a 2 (Relatedness) x 2 (Nonword type) X 2 (Button) x 10 (Subjects) ANOVA performed on the two
mean RTs calculated for each of the 40 subjects, one for related word
targets and one for unrelated word targets, and the corresponding
2 x 2 X 2 X 56 (Items) ANOVA on the item means. The first two columns
of Table I11 show the mean RTs, standard deviations and error rates for
all conditions formed by the two levels of each of the variables relatedness, nonword type and button.
Both the main effect of relatedness and that of nonword type were
significant, minF'(1, 78)=39.28, p < O . O l , and minF(1, 39)= 14.59,
p < 0.01, respectively; on the whole, related targets were responded to 36
msec faster than unrelated targets, and the subjects in the pseudoword
condition were 65 msec slower overall than those in the consonant-string
condition. Furthermore, the interaction between relatedness and nonword type was statistically reliable, minF( 1,73) = 23.05, p < 0.01 : Collapsed across the button conditions, the subjects in the pseudoword
condition showed a priming effect of 63 msec, whereas those in the
consonant condition showed a priming effect of 9 msec only. A post-hoc
Newman-Keuls test on the subject analysis showed that this 9-msec
effect was not significant. No further interactions were significant or
approached significance.
As set forth in the General Introduction, the parallel-processing
model not only predicts more associative priming when pseudowords
serve as nonwords than when consonant strings serve as nonwords (as
was indeed obtained here), but at the same time it predicts more priming
in the lexical-decision consonant-string condition than with length
categorization. To test this, the mean RTs of each subject for related and
unrelated word-target stimuli in the consonant-string condition of
Experiments 1 and 2 were entered into a 2 (Task: length categorization
vs. lexical decision) x 2 (Relatedness) x 20 (Subjects) ANOVA. Only
relatedness was treated as a within-subjects variable in this analysis. The
second analysis was the corresponding 2 x 2 x 56 (Items) ANOVA on
the item means, collapsed across subjects. Here both task and relatedness were treated as within-items variables. If word/nonword classification in the consonant-string condition of Experiment 2 was determined

related
unrelated
priming effect

related
unrelated
priming effect

related
unrelated
priming effect

Pseudowords

Consonant strings

Random letter strings

447
455
8

60

477
537

RT

92
73

112
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SD

Note: Mean response times given in msec. Error rates given in percentages.
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Nonword type

2.1
2.0

1.4
6.3

ER

words-right/
nonwords-left
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564
66
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110
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1.4
1.4
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2.7
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words-left/
nonwords-right
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button

441
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RT

100
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1.7
1.3

1.1
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ER

words-right/
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Experiment 3

Mean R e s p e Times, Standard Dewiations and Error Rates for AN Nonword Type x Relatedness x Button Conditions (Experiments 2
and 3 )

Table I11
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solely by non-lexical processing (as is suggested by the statistics performed on Experiment 2), one would expect the non-significant 9-msec
priming effect observed in that condition to be statistically equivalent to
the-3-msec priming effect obtained when the subjects perform the nonlexical length-categorization task. This turned out to be the case only on
the item analysis, as indicated by the insignificant interaction between
task and relatedness, FZ(1, 55)=2.32, p=O.13. In contrast, on the
subject analysis this interaction was statistically reliable, F1( 1,
38) = 6.49, p < 0.05. This finding suggests at least some lexical involvement when words have to be distinguished from consonant strings. The
following two experiments provide more direct support for this view.

EXPERIMENT 3
The absence of both a lexicality effect and associative priming with
consonant strings in Experiment 2 shows that some non-lexical processing strategy is exploited by subjects confronted with the task of
discriminating words from consonant strings. As yet nothing has been
said about the nature of such non-lexical process. One possibility is that
the subjects assess whether the structural characteristics of the target
stimuli resemble those of real words (“wordlikeness assessment”). A
second is that, without consulting the lexicon, they simply look for the
presence of a vowel somewhere in the target stimulus (“vowel-searching”-see also Shulman, Hornak and Sanders, 1978). Finally, both of
these processes may be exploited, simultaneously or alternately.
In order to investigate exactly how subjects go about in the consonant-string condition, Experiment 3 included a third nonword-type
condition in addition to the earlier two. The typical features of the
nonwords in this new condition were that they included at least one
vowel, but at the same time they violated orthographic selectionrestriction rules in at least one letter position. Thus, as consonant
strings, these nonwords were orthographically illegal. Henceforth, following Shulman et al., (1978) and Smith et al., (1983), they will be
referred to as “random letter strings”. When these stimuli serve as the
nonword targets, vowel-searching would no longer be an appropriate
strategy to pursue. However, wordlikeness assessment could still be
exploited, since these nonwords also look very “ u n w ~ r d l i k e(although
~~
presumably less so than consonant strings).
The major question addressed here is how the associative-priming
effect in the random-letter-string condition compares to this same effect
in the pseudoword and consonant-string conditions. The following
predictions can be derived from the parallel-processing model: Less
associative priming should occur when random letter strings are presented as nonwords than when pseudowords serve as nonwords. This
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should be so because the subjects in the former of these two conditions
presumably still have two processing options, one lexical and one nonlexical (wordlikeness assessment), whereas, again, the subjects in the
latter condition can only tell words from nonwords by consulting the
lexicon. Furthermore, one may expect more priming in the randomletter-string condition than in the consonant-string condition because
random letter strings are presumably more wordlike than are consonant
strings, and therefore it should be relatively difficult and time-consuming to distinguish the former from words on the basis of wordlikeness.
The lexical process will therefore outrun wordlikeness assessment on
more trials than when consonant strings serve as nonwords, resulting in
a relatively large effect of associative priming.
If, indeed, vowel searching plays a role in distinguishing words from
consonant strings (and if the present assumption that during such a
search no lexical information is consulted is correct), there is yet another
reason why oIie may expect to obtain more priming in the randomletter-string condition than in the consonant-string condition: The
lexical process should more often manage to outrun just one non-lexical
process (in the case of random letter strings: wordlikeness assessment)
than to outrun two of these processes (in the case of consonant strings:
wordlikeness assessment and vowel searching). Consequently, the associative-priming effect should be relatively large in the former case.
Generally, the priming effect should be larger the smaller the number of
non-lexical processes exploited by the subjects.
If, however, in contrast to the above exposition, equally large priming
effects will be observed in the random-letter-string and consonantstring conditions, this would suggest that the subjects in these two
conditions proceed in exactly the same way.
Finally, the lexicality effects may again be expected to mirror the
associative-priming effects.

Method
Materials
The experimental materials, both test and practice, were identical to those used
in Experiments 1 and 2, except that now a third list with the same word-target
stimuli as in Lists 1 and 2 of Experiments 1 and 2 but with different
nonword-target stimuli, was added. The nonword-target stimuli of List 3 were
derived from those of List 1 by rearranging the letters of the nonwords in the
latter list (all pseudowords) into letter strings that violated Dutch orthography.

Subjects and Procedure
In this experiment, 42 subjects participated; 14 of them were presented with the
materials of List 1, 14 with those of List 2, and 14 with those of List 3. The data
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associated with all three lists were collected in parallel (see Procedure Section of
Experiment 1). Unlike in Experiment 2, all subjects indicated their “word”
responses by pushing the right-hand button and their “nonword” responses by
pushing the left-hand button. In all other respects the procedure was the same as
the one described for Experiment 2.
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Results and Discussion
In order to assess the lexicality and associative-priming effects in the
different nonword-type conditions, similar Target type x Nonword type
and Relatedness x Nonword type ANOVAs, as reported for Experiments 1 and 2, were performed. Of course, since the response-to-button
assignment was now the same for all subjects, button was not included as
a variable. The last columns of Tables I and I11 show the mean RTs,
standard deviations and error rates for all six Target-type x Nonwordtype conditions and for all six Relatedness x Nonword-type conditions,
respectively, in this experiment.
As in Experiment 2, in the Target-type X Nonword-type analysis the
main effect of target type was significant, minF(1,96) = 62.09, p < 0.01;
on the whole, word targets were responded to 40 msec faster than
nonword targets. The significant interaction between target type and
nonword type, minF‘(2,70) = 5.53, p < 0.01, showed that the subjects in
the pseudoword condition contributed more to this main effect than
those in the remaining two nonword-type conditions; whereas the
difference between RTs to words and nonwords was 61 msec for the
subjects who had received pseudowords as nonwords, it was only 27
msec and 31 msec for those presented with consonant strings and
random letter strings as nonwords. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test
performed on the subject analysis showed that all three groups of
subjects responded faster to words than to nonwords, pcO.01 in all
cases. Finally, a significant main effect was observed for nonword type,
minF‘(2,41)= 15.10, p<O.Ol; the subjects in the pseudoword condition
were 75 msec slower overall than those in the consonant-string condition, who, in turn, were 17 msec slower than those in the random-letterstring condition. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test on the subject analysis
showed that the 17-msec difference between the subjects in the consonant-string condition and those in the random-letter-string condition
was not significant, but that these two groups of subjects were both
significantly faster than the subjects presented with pseudowords.
In the relatedness by nonword-type analysis, the main effect of
relatedness was significant, minF‘(1,91)=43.01,p<0.01;the overall R T
for related targets was 29 msec shorter than that for unrelated targets.
The main effect of nonword type was also significant,
minF‘(2,41) = 8.89, p < 0.01; the subjects in the pseudoword condition
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responded 59 msec slower than those in the consonant-string condition.
In turn, the latter subjects responded 19 msec slower than those in the
random-letter-string condition. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test performed on the subject analysis showed that the 59- and 78-msec
differences between the overall R T in the pseudoword condition on the
one hand and those in the consonant-string and random-letter-string
conditions on the other were both significant, p < 0.01, and that the 19msec difference between the overall RTs in the latter two conditions was
not significant. Finally, the interaction between relatedness and nonword type was again statistically reliable, minF'(2,87) = 13.17, p < 0.01;
the subjects in the pseudoword condition showed a priming effect of 58
msec, whereas those in the consonant-string and random-letter-string
conditions both benefitted from the presence of a related prime by only a
small amount, namely 13 msec and 16 msec, respectively. A post-hoc
Newman-Keuls test on the subject analysis showed that the latter two
small priming effects were, nevertheless, significant, p < 0.05 and
p 0.01, respectively.
The data of this experiment (in combination with the null effect of
associative priming obtained with non-lexical length categorization in
Experiment 1) unambiguously support the parallel-processing model of
Shulman and Davison (1977) in that the availability of at least one nonlexical processing option drastically reduced the associative-priming
effect, but it did not eliminate it altogether. It thus appears that lexical
processing is not rendered altogether inoperative and ineffective when
orthographically illegal letter strings serve as the nonwords.
The fact that large and small priming effects in the pseudoword
condition and the illegal-nonword conditions were accompanied by
large and small lexicality effects is also consistent with the parallelprocessing model. In terms of this model, the small lexicality effects in
the illegal-nonword conditions are the net effects of the non-zero
lexicality effects that occur when lexical processing outruns non-lexical
processing on the one hand, and the zero lexicality effect when nonlexical processing outruns lexical processing. In the pseudoword condition relatively large lexicality effects are obtained because the subjects
cannot stop short of lexical processing.
In view of the specific purpose of the present experiment it is
particularly interesting to note that for the two illegal-nonword conditions both the associative-priming effects and the lexicality effects were
about equally large. These findings suggest that the subjects in these two
conditions pursued the same processing strategies. This, in turn,
prompts the conclusion that the subjects in the consonant-string condition have not exploited the vowel-search option, as they could not share
the use of that strategy with the subjects in the random-letter-string

-=
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condition, for whom such strategy would have been inadequate. This
leaves “wordlikeness assessment” as the non-lexical processing strategy
by which the subjects in both illegal-nonword conditions discriminated
between words and nonwords.
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EXPERIMENTS 4a and 4b
In Experiments 1, 2 and 3 the nonwords presented to every individual
subject were either all pseudowords, all consonant strings, or all random
letter strings. In Experiments 4a and 4b, subjects could receive a
mixture of pseudowords and illegal letter strings as nonwords, and the
effect of the proportion of pseudoword nonwords to illegal nonwords on
the magnitude of the associative-priming effect was investigated. In
Experiment 4a all illegal nonwords were random letter strings, whereas
in Experiment 4b consonant strings served as illegal nonwords. In all
other respects Experiments 4a and 4b were identical.
In both experiments the associative-priming effect was assessed
under four different proportion conditions, two “pure” and two
“mixed”. In the pure conditions the nonwords were, as before, either all
pseudowords (100%-PW condition) or all illegal letter strings (0%-PW
condition). In the two mixed conditions some nonwords were pseudowords, and the rest were illegal letter strings. In one of these mixed
conditions the proportion of pseudowords to illegal nonwords was 50%
to 50% (5O%-Pw condition); in the second of the mixed conditions only
12.5% of the nonwords were pseudowords (12.5%-PW condition).
The error data on the pseudowords and the size of the observed
priming effects should reveal what processing strategies were exploited
by the subjects in the mixed conditions. Subjects may classify both the
consonant strings and the random-letter strings using either lexical or
non-lexical information. But when presented with a wordlike target,
these same subjects can only rely on the output of a lexical-access
procedure, since relying on non-lexical processing would cause false
“word” responses to pseudowords. If subjects in the mixed conditions
rely on the lexical-access procedure to the same extent as subjects in the
lOO%-PW condition, equally large numbers of errors to pseudowords
and equally large priming effects on related word targets may be
expected in the mixed and the 100%-PW conditions. It is, however,
more likely that the presence of illegal nonwords among the experimental materials will encourage these subjects also to make use of the nonlexical processing strategy, which would be inappropriate for classifying
pseudowords. This would cause both larger numbers of false “word”
responses to pseudowords and smaller associative-priming effects on
related word targets in the mixed conditions than in the lOO%-PW
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condition. The 12.5%-PW condition may be expected to show these
effects particularly strongly. Finally, the data of the 0%-PW condition
should replicate those of the corresponding illegal-nonword conditions
in Experiment 3.
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Method
Materials
The stimulus materials of Experiment 4a consisted of four lists. All four lists
consisted of the same set of word-target stimuli, but their sets of nonword-target
stimuli were different. In List 1 all nonwords were pseudowords. This list was
identical to List 1 in Experiments 1 through 3. Lists 2, 3 and 4 all included
random letter strings as nonwords, formed by rearranging the letters of
increasing numbers of pseudowords of List 1 into random letter strings. In List
2,50% of the nonwords were pseudowords and 50% were random letter strings.
In List 3, 12.5% of the nonwords (18 in all, four practice and 14 test) were
pseudowords and 87.5% (122 in all, 24 practice and 98 test) were random letter
strings. In List 4 all nonwords were random letter strings. This list was identical
to List 3 in Experiment 3.
The stimulus materials of Experiment 4b were the same as those of
Experiment 4a, save that consonant strings served as the illegal nonwords. The
illegal nonwords in Lists 2 through 4 were formed by replacing the vowels of
increasing numbers of pseudowords of List 1 by consonants.

Subjects and Procedure
In Experiment 4a, 64 subjects participated, 16 in each of the four proportion
conditions. In Experiment 4b, 64 different subjects participated; they were again
assigned in groups of 16 to the different proportion conditions. Within the
separate experiments, the data of the different proportion conditions were
collected in parallel-that is, the subjects tested simultaneously were all
presented with a different list of materials. All data of Experiment 4a were
collected about 18 months before Experiment 4b was run. The procedure was
the same as described for Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion
For both Experiment 4a and 4b, the associative-priming effects in the
different proportion conditions were assessed in a pair of 2 (Relatedness) x 4 (Proportion) ANOVAs performed on the wcjrd-target data, one
by subjects and one by items. A survey of the data is presented in Table

IV.
The main effect of relatedness was significant in both experiments,
minF(1,106)= 101.56,p<0.01, and minF(l,106)=77.52,p<0.01,for
Experiments 4a and 4b, respectively. The overall priming effects were
41 msec in Experiment 4a and 36 msec in Experiment 4b. The main
effect of proportion was also statistically reliable in both experiments,
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131
117
123

498
563
65
485
545
60

related
unrelated
priming effect

related
unrelated
priming effect

4a

4b

483
522
39
480
519
39

1.3
2.7

RT

1.6
2.7

ER

Nore: Mean response times given in msec. Error rates given in parentheses.

SD

RT

Relatedness

Experiment

100Yo-PW

95
100

96
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SD

1.1
1.6

0.9
3.0

ER
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87
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88
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SD

12.5%-PW
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1.2
1.9

1.0
2.1

ER

438
458
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454
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27

RT

81
96
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SD

0%-PW

2.5
1.6

1.3
1.7

ER

Mean Response Times, Standard Deviations and Error Rates for All Relatedness x Proportion Conditions (Experiments 4a and 4b)

Table IV
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minF(3,63) = 5.74, p < 0.01 in Experiment 4a and minF(3,64) = 5.45,
p < 0.01 in Experiment 4b. In Experiment 4a the overall means for the
different proportion conditions were 531,503,467 and 467 msec for the
100%-PW, 50%-PW, 12.5%-PW and 0%-PW conditions, respectively.
The corresponding means for Experiment 4b were 5 15,499,47 1 and 448
msec. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test performed on the subject analysis
of Experiment 4a showed that only the 64-msec differences between the
overall R T in the 100%-PW condition on the one hand and those in the
12.5%-PW and 0%-PW conditions on the other were significant,
p < 0.01 in both cases. This same test performed on the subject analysis
of Experiment 4b showed that three differences between means were
significant, namely, the 67-msec difference between the overall RTs in
the 100%-PW and the 0%-PW conditions, p<O.Ol, the 51-msec difference between the overall RTs in the 5O%-Pw and the 0%-PW conditions, p < 0.05, and the 44-msec difference between the overall RTs in
the lOO%-PW and the 12.5%-Pw conditions, p < 0.05.
Finally, the Relatedness x Proportion interaction was significant in
both experiments, minF'(3, 164)= 5.69, p C 0.01 in Experiment 4a, and
minF'(3, 127)= 8.77, p < 0.01 in Experiment 4b. Newman-Keuls tests
on the subject analyses showed that in both experiments the priming
effects were significant in all four proportion conditions, p < 0.05 or
better. A further ANOVA on the priming effects of all subjects in
Experiment 4a and a Newman-Keuls test on this analysis indicated that
the 65-msec priming effect in the 100%-PW condition was significantly
larger than the priming effects in the remaining three proportion
conditions, pC0.01 in all cases, but that the 27-, 36- and 39-msec
priming effects in the 0%-PW, 12.5%-PW and 50%-Pw conditions did
not differ significantly from one another. These same analyses performed on the priming effects in Experiment 4b showed all but one
difference between pairs of priming effects to be significant, p < 0.05 or
better. The only difference that was not statistically reliable was the 3msec difference between the priming effects in the 0%-PW and 12.5%PW conditions.
The variables relatedness and proportion were entered into a further
pair of ANOVAs on the word-target data, one by subjects and one by
items. In addition to these variables, the analyses also encompassed the
factor experiment (Experiment 4a vs. Experiment 4b). These analyses
did not provide any new information in that the main effect of experiment and the interactions of this variable with relatedness and proportion were not statistically significant nor approached conventional levels
of significance. Of course, the effects of both relatedness and proportion
were again statistically reliable, as was their interaction, minF( 1,
96) = 126.97, p < 0.01, minF'(3, 128)= 10.80, p < 0.01, and minF'(3,
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263) = 13.16, p < 0.01. T h e overall means for the different proportion
conditions were 457, 469, 501 and 523 msec for the 0%-PW, 12.5%PW, 5o%-Pw and 100%-PW conditions, respectively. A post-hoc
Newman-Keuls test performed on the subject analysis showed that only
the 12- and 22-msec differences between the overall RTs in the 0%-PW
and 12.5%-PW conditions and between the 50%-PW and lOO%-PW
conditions were not significant. All other differences between pairs of
means were significant at the 5% level or better.
A 2 (Experiment) x 4 (Proportion) ANOVA was also performed on
the priming eflects of all subjects in Experiments 4a and 4b combined.
Again, the main effect of experiment and the interaction between
experiment and proportion were not significant nor approached significance. Only proportion produced a reliable effect, FI(3, 120)= 23.41,
p<O.Ol. The overall priming effects in the 100%-PW, 5O%-Pw,
12.5%-pw and 0%-PW conditions were 63, 39, 30 and 23 msec,
respectively. A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test performed on these priming effects showed that the 7-msec and 9-msec differences between the
priming effects in the 12.5%-PW and 0%-PW conditions and between
those in the 50%-PW and 12.5%-PW conditions were not statistically
reliable. All other priming effects differed significantly from one
another, p < 0.01 in all cases.
Finally, on the data of the two pure conditions (lOOoh-PW and 0%PW) of Experiments 4a and 4b separately, Target type x Nonword type
ANOVAs were performed as reported for Experiments 1 through 3. In
the 100%-PW conditions of Experiment 4a and 4b, the lexicality effects
were 57 msec and 52 msec, respectively. In contrast, in the 0%-PW
conditions they were only 33 msec (Experiment 4a) and 18 msec
(Experiment 4b). This Target type x Nonword type interaction was
statistically reliable in Experiment 4b, minF( 1,98) = 6.09, p < 0.05, but
only marginally significant in Experiment 4a, minF(1, 51) = 3.56,
0.05<p<0.10.
It is noteworthy that the priming effects in the 0%-PW condition of
Experiments 4a and 4b appear to be somewhat larger than the corresponding effects in Experiments 2 and 3. In all other respects, the 100%PW and the 0%-PW conditions of Experiments 4a and 4b provide
reasonably clean replications of the corresponding conditions in Experiments 2 and 3 and therefore need not be commented upon any further.
As suggested, mixing pseudowords and illegal nonwords appears to
have the effect that the subjects often rely on non-lexical targetprocessing when such is inappropriate, namely when the target is a
wordlike letter string. This is suggested by the fact that the priming
effects in the two mixed conditions are smaller than is the one in the
100%-PW condition. This is furthermore suggested by an analysis that
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was performed on the errors to nonword targets. This analysis was
performed in order to see whether pseudowords are particularly errorprone in the mixed conditions.
The subjects in the two mixed conditions made more errors to
pseudowords than did those in the lOO%-PW condition; the subjects in
the 50%-PW condition made 4.4% and 4.6% errors to pseudowords in
Experiments 4a and 4b, respectively, and those in the 12.5%-Pw
condition made 17.0% and 17.9% errors to pseudowords in Experiments 4a and 4b. In contrast, the subjects in the 100%-PW condition
only made 1YOand 1.8% errors to pseudowords in Experiments 4a and
4b, respectively. The subjects in the mixed conditions did not make
more errors to illegal nonwords than did those in the 0%-PW condition;
in the 5o%-Pw condition they made 0.3% errors to illegal nonwords in
both Experiments 4a and 4b. The subjects in the 12.5%-Pw condition
made 0.4% and 0.6% errors to these nonwords in Experiments 4a and
4b, respectively. Finally, those in the 0%-PW condition made 0.7% and
1.3% errors to illegal nonwords in Experiments 4a and 4b.
The difference between the two mixed conditions in error scores to
pseudowords suggests that the subjects in the 12.5%-PW condition
were more prone to let non-lexical processing determine their responses
than were those in the 5o%-Pw condition. This is also suggested by the
fact that in Experiment 4b (but unfortunately not in Experiment 4a) the
priming effect in the 12.5%-pw condition was significantlysmaller than
that in the 50%-pw condition.
The large error rates to pseudowords in the mixed conditions are
accompanied by relatively long RTs for correct (nonword) responses to
pseudowords. Whereas in Experiment 4a the overall RT to pseudowords in the 100%-PW condition was 588 msec, the overall RTs to
pseudowords in the 50%-Pw and 12.5%-PW condition were 608 and
659 msec, respectively. In Experiment 4b the corresponding RTs to
pseudowords were 551 msec (100%-PW condition), 623 msec (50%-PW
condition) and 707 msec (12.5%-PW condition). In contrast, the overall
RTs to illegal nonwords were reasonably constant across the different
proportion conditions (506,465 and 500 msec for the 5O%-Pw, 12.5%PW and 0%-PW conditions, respectively, in Experiment 4a, and 483,
463 and 488 msec for these same proportion conditions in Experiment
4b).
The slowing down of responding to pseudowords in the mixed
conditions may be caused by confusion of a “decision maker”-a system
that is responsible for response selection (cf, Forster, 1979). In the case
of a pseudoword target, this system should always have to rely on the
output of the lexical process if it is to select the correct “nonword”
response. But before this output has become available, the relatively fast
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non-lexical assessment of wordlikeness may already have produced a
positive output (signalling that the stimulus is wordlike), biasing the
decision maker towards the wrong “word” response. In order to arrive
at the correct “nonwordyy response, this bias has to be overcome,
delaying the response. Occasionally the decision maker will be mistaken
and select the wrong response on the basis of the “wordlikeness
assessment” process. The bias towards a “wordyyresponse in the case of
a pseudoword target will be particularly strong in the 12.5%-PW
condition, resulting in more errors and longer RTs to pseudowords than
in the 5O%-Pw condition.
In the lOO%-PW condition only the lexical process will be operative;
hence there will not be a misleading output from an inappropriate
process to confuse and slow down the decision maker.
When a word target is presented in one of the mixed conditions, the
reverse situation should occur: The positive output of the “wordlikeness-assessment” process biases the decision maker towards the correct
“word” response, speeding up response selection compared with a
situation where only the lexical process is operative. Indeed, the data
show that responding to word targets in the mixed conditions tends to be
somewhat faster than responding to words in the 100%-PW condition.
Again the difference between the two mixed conditions in word-targets
R T (469 and 501 msec in the 12.5%-Pw and 50%-PW conditions,
respectively) suggests that the bias, now towards the correct response, is
strongest in the 12.5%-Pw condition.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of the present series of experiments generally support
Shulman and Davison’s (1977) parallel-processing interpretation of
lexical-decision performance when illegal letter strings serve as the
nonword stimuli. This model assumes that, in this nonword condition, a
number of processes at different representational levels are exploited in
parallel, with the one finishing first determining the response. Only the
process operating at a lexical level is thought to produce associative
priming. The small priming effect in the illegal-nonword condition is
regarded as the net effect of the priming that occurs when lexical
processing outruns the non-lexical process(es) on the one hand, and the
zero priming effect produced when (one of) the non-lexical process(es)
finishes first on the other. When pseudowords serve as the nonword
targets, subjects cannot stop short of lexical processing, and thus
priming can occur on all trials. This explains why larger priming effects
are observed in this nonword condition than in the illegal-nonword
condition.
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Smith et al. (1983) pointed out that non-lexical processes may also be
sensitive to priming, although presumably less so than processes operating at a lexical level, and that the small associative-priming effect in the
illegal-nonword condition might have been due to feedback of information to a non-lexical level. The present study attempted to resolve this
issue by comparing performance in lexical-decision experiments where
pseudowords and illegal letter strings served as nonwords, with performance in a length-categorization task.
Experiment 1 demonstrated the absence of an associative-priming
effect in the case of non-lexical target processing. The non-lexical nature
of the task, length-categorization, was indicated by the absence of a
lexicality effect. Subsequently, Experiment 3 (and the “pureyyconditions of Experiment 4) replicated Shulman and Davison’s results in that
in lexical decision large priming effects were obtained when pseudowords served as the nonwords, and small but reliable effects were
obtained when illegal letter strings were presented as nonwords. Thus,
the combined data of Experiments 1 and 3 go against Smith et al.’s
model but support Shulman and Davison’s parallel-processing model
(see the General Introduction for the line of arguments followed here).
The only data not consistent with the parallel-processing model are in
Experiment 2, where the very small priming effect (and the lexicality
effect) in the illegal-nonword condition was statistically unreliable.
However, the model was supported by an overall analysis on the data of
Experiments 1 and 2, which suggested that this small effect was
nevertheless larger than the zero priming effect in length categorization.
The specific purpose of Experiment 3 was to identify the non-lexical
process(es) exploited by the subjects in the lexical-decision consonantstring condition. “Wordlikeness assessment” and vowel searching were
regarded as the candidates for non-lexical processing. The question was
tackled by including a random-letter-string condition, in which all
nonwords were orthographically illegal letter strings that included at
least one vowel. The two illegal-nonword conditions showed equally
large priming and lexicality effects, which suggested that the same nonlexical process was operative in both of them. A plausible candidate for
this common non-lexical process is “wordlikeness assessment”.
The suggestion that “wordlikeness assessment” is the sole nonlexical process operating in both the random-letter-string and consonant-string nonword conditions leads to the somewhat surprising conclusion that consonant strings must be as wordlike as random letter
strings.
Finally, in Experiment 4 the effect of varying the proportion of
pseudowords to illegal nonwords across four sets of experimental
materials was investigated. In the two “pure” conditions (100%-PW
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and 0%-PW) the nonwords were either all pseudowords or all illegal
letter strings. In the two “mixed” conditions (50%-Pw and 12.5%-PW)
some nonwords were pseudowords, and the remainder were illegal letter
strings. Smaller priming effects, larger error rates for pseudowords, and
longer RTs for correct responses to pseudowords were obtained in the
two mixed conditions than in the 100%-PW condition. Comparing the
two mixed conditions with one another, the 12.5%-Pw condition
showed more errors and longer RTs to pseudowords than the 5O%-Pw
condition, and when consonant strings served as the illegal nonwords
(Experiment 4b) a smaller priming effect was observed in the 12.5%PW condition than in the 5O%-Pw condition.
These findings indicate that mixing pseudowords and illegal nonwords encourages the subjects to rely on the output of non-lexical
processing even when such strategy is inadequate. The larger the
proportion of illegal nonwords to pseudowords, the stronger is the
reliance on non-lexical processing.
Our discussion has highlighted the priming and lexicality effects in
the different nonword-type conditions but ignored an effect that was yet
very robust in the lexical-decision experiments, namely, the main effect
of nonword-type. RTs in the pseudoword-nonword condition were
always longer than those in the illegal nonword conditions. This finding
is consistent with the view that, on the whole, “deep” processing takes
more time than “shallow” processing (see Footnote l), although exceptions to this rule have been reported (Craik and Tulving, 1975; Smith et
al., 1983; Parkin, 1979). The direction of the nonword-type effect in the
present lexical-decision experiments can thus be regarded as further
evidence that non-lexical processing often controlled the response in the
illegal-nonword conditions.
This relation between processing time and processing depth, however, introduces a potential source of confounding in the present study:
namely that the observed variation in the amount of priming is due to
the variation in processing time across the different nonword-type
conditions rather than to the level of processing being manipulated by
the nonword-type variation. Such a relation between the magnitude of
priming and processing time is suggested by a series of experiments by
Schreuder, Flores d’Arcais and Glazenborg (1984; Flores d’Arcais,
Schreuder and Glazenborg, 1985). In the first of these two studies they
investigated the contribution to the priming effect of each of two
different components of the semantic representation of words, both in
lexical decision and in naming. One of these components is based on
conceptual knowledge about the words’ referents, whereas the second is
based on perceptual characteristics of the referents. The conceptual
component produced more priming in lexical decision than in naming
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(in which the small effect of the conceptual component was not significant), whereas a slightly larger effect of perceptual relatedness was
observed in word naming than in lexical decision. In their second study,
lexical decision (normally the more time-consuming of the two tasks)
was speeded up by allowing the subjects relatively little time to respond,
and naming was slowed down by masking the target stimuli with a
superimposed pattern of dots. Now, conceptual word relatedness turned
out to be a more effective source of priming in naming than in lexical
decision, whereas the perceptual component produced about equally
large priming effects in the two tasks.
The authors suggest that, during word recognition, perceptually
based semantic information is available earlier than conceptually based
semantic information, and that normally a naming response will be
executed before the target word’s conceptual meaning component has
become activated. By slowing down the naming process, the conceptual
component manages to become activated in time to produce its effect. In
contrast, the responses in “normal” (unspeeded) lexical decision are
already selected late enough for the conceptual component to have
become activated in time to cause its effect.
Schreuder et al. thus suggest that the magnitude of priming may
depend on overall processing RT. However, they do not unequivocally
establish this, since the manipulation to speed up lexical decision may
have encouraged the subjects to process the stimuli to a shallower level
than when performing the task under less time-restricted circumstances.
This, in turn, may have caused the decrease of the conceptually based
priming effect-that is, it may have been the change in the level of
processing, and not the change in overall RT, that produced the effects.
Similarly, the increase in the conceptual relatedness effect when naming
is held up by imposing a dot pattern over the stimulus may not be due to
the increase in processing R T per se, but to the subjects changing their
strategies in response to stimulus degradation. More specifically, when
the targets are degraded, the subjects may exploit the context more
extensively than when the words to be named are clearly visible (see
Mitchell, 1982, for an extensive discussion of this issue).
Three aspects of the present data suggest that, although a theoretical
possibility, variations in processing RT have not contaminated the
assumed effects of differences in depth-of-processing. (1) Experiment 1
showed that difficult length categorizations took about 50 msec longer
than easy length categorizations. Yet, no more priming was observed in
the difficult conditions than in the easy conditions (see Table 11). (2)
From Tables 11, I11 and IV it appears that, on the whole, processing was
slightly faster in the illegal-nonword lexical-decision conditions than in
the difficult length-categorization conditions. Yet, small priming effects
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were observed in the former conditions, but not in the latter. (3) Across
all experiments the associative-priming effect correlated positively with
the lexicality effect, consistent with the idea that depth of processing,
and not processing RT, has controlled the magnitude of priming in the
present study (particularly as there is no obvious reason why the
lexicality effect would co-vary with processing RT).
Finally, we should also consider the possibility that the changes in the
amount of priming across the different nonword-type conditions are due
to the subjects using the context more extensively in the pseudoword
condition than in the illegal-nonword conditions, rather than to the
differences in the number of times that lexical processing determines the
lexical-decision response (cf. the above interpretation of the Schreuder
et al. naming data). This possibility is mentioned by Smith et al. (1983,
p. 704), who suggested that subjects may be more likely to perceive the
relationship between primes and targets in a pseudoword condition than
in an illegal-nonword condition. This suggestion does not appear to be
very plausible: as no less than 50% of the word-target stimuli consisted
of associatively related words, the subjects in all nonword-type conditions will presumably have perceived that prime and target were related
on a number of trials. A more plausible reason why the subjects in the
illegal-nonword conditions might have made less use of the context than
those in the pseudoword condition is that they acknowledged the
existence of a far more effective strategy, namely non-lexical wordlikeness assessment. When exploiting the latter strategy, the above priming
strategy is of little use to them, since it would only be effective on the
relatively few trials where lexical access precedes and determines response selection. We would thus end up again with the present levels-ofprocessing interpretation of the data.
T o conclude, an alternative framework for the present lexicaldecision data, namely Balota and Chumbley’s (1984)model of lexical
decision, will now be discussed. This model shares at least one critical
feature with Shulman and Davison’s parallel-processing model, namely
that “lexical” decisions can sometimes be made on the basis of nonlexical information.
The model’s basic notion is that words and nonwords differ on a
familiarity/meaningfulness(FM) dimension. A particular letter string’s
value on this dimension is based primarily on its orthographic and
phonological similarity to real words (Balota and Chumbley, 1984,
p. 352). The model, as summarized by Chumbley and Balota (1984,
p. 600) runs as follows: “When a word or nonword stimulus is presented,
it evokes an F M value because of its orthographic and phonological
similarity to the internal representations of one or more words. The
subject attempts to use this FM value in making a rapid decision. The
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degree of similarity to the stored representation(s) determines the
strength of the FM response. If the F M value is very large, the subject
assumes that it is very likely the result of a word’s being presented and
responds ‘word’. If the value is very low, the stimulus is likely to be a
nonword, so a ‘nonword’ response is made. If the stimulus has produced
an intermediate F M value, . . . then the subject must perform a slow
analytic check of the stimulus to avoid making an error.’’ The F M value
of illegal nonwords may be expected to be extremely low. When all of the
nonwords within a lexical-decision experiment are illegal and thus evoke
low FM values, the subject may set the upper limit (“criterion”) of the
range of F M values that require an analytic check at a relatively low
value (as compared to a situation where more wordlike nonwords are to
be discriminated from words; Balota and Chumbley, 1984, p. 353). The
result would be that now fewer words require an analytic check, and
consequently the overall R T to word targets will be shorter than with
the upper limit set at a higher value. Of course, since the nonword
distribution on the whole is now shifted to lower values on the FM
, dimension (whereas the position of the lower limit of the analytic-check
area remains unaltered), also relatively few nonwords require an analytic
check, so that the overall nonword R T will also be shorter than with
more wordlike letter strings serving as nonwords.
As set forth by Balota and Chumbley (1984), this model provides
straightforward explanations for a number of robust effects in lexicaldecision studies, including the associative-priming effect. Contextual
priming is thought to increase FM values, so that the F M value of a
target associatively related to a preceding prime word is higher than the
FM value of this target when it is preceded by an unrelated prime word.
Consequently, the chance that a word stimulus requires an analytic
check is larger when it is unrelated to a preceding prime than when it is
related to the prime, and the overall R T for unrelated targets will thus be
longer than that for related targets. The impact of contextual priming
must logically depend upon the number of words that, unprimed,
require an analytic check, but that, when primed, fall outside the
analytic-check area. If relatively few words require an analytic check to
start with (such as is the case when illegal letter strings serve as
nonwords), contextual priming has relatively little opportunity to be
effective and will therefore produce small effects only.
Balota and Chumbley’s model can thus deal with two of the main
findings of the present lexical-decision studies, namely, the reduction of
both the amount of priming and of the overall R T when pseudowords
are replaced by illegal nonwords. In order to explain the third main
finding, that is, the systematic variation of the size of the lexicality effect,
the model first requires a provision to explain the lexicality effect itself.
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In line with the model’s general approach to explain R T differences
across experimental conditions-namely to assume that they have differential effects on the number of trials on which an analytic check is
required-the obvious solution is to assume that more pseudowords
require an analytic check than words do, resulting in a relatively long
overall RT. The reduction of the lexicality effect in the illegal-nonword
conditions could then be due to the number of nonwords that are shifted
out of the analytic-check area (as a result of the general shift of the
nonword distribution to lower FM values) being larger than the number
of words that are shifted out of this area in the opposite direction (as a
result of a lowering of the upper criterion in response to the general
nonword shift).
Finally, the data of Experiment 4 could also be dealt with by slightly
extending Balota and Chumbley’s model. The major results of this
experiment were that, with increasing proportions of illegal nonwords,
both the overall RTs to word targets and the associative-priming effects
tended to decrease, and that more errors to pseudowords occurred in the
mixed conditions than in the 100%-PW condition. All three of these
findings could be explained by assuming that with increasing proportions of illegal nonwords the upper limit of the analytic-check area
retreats gradually. The reasons why the overall word-target R T and the
magnitude of priming depend upon the position of the upper criterion
have already been given above. The explanation of the relatively large
error rates to pseudowords in the mixed conditions in terms of a
retreating upper limit would run as follows: Such a retreat would have
the effect that increasingly larger numbers of pseudowords would come
to lie outside (to the right) of the upper limit of the analytic-check area,
and would thus be incorrectly accepted as words. The explanatory
power of Balota and Chumbley’s model thus appears to be even larger
than they themselves have already shown it to be.
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APPENDIX A
Word-target Test Materials of Experiments 1 through 4
English

Dutch
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prime

target

relatedlunrelated

prime

target

related/unrelated

-

~

bliksem
sigaret
muisjes
spijker
broeder
dochter
antwoord
afgrond
groente
soldaat
klooster
potlood
matroos
vliegtuig

thunder/doctor
asheslshoelace
rusklemperor
hammerlashes
sisterlgulf
sonlrusk
questionllettuce
gulflthumb
lettucelsister
armylquestion
monklseaman
penlthunder
seamanlbee
pilotlbullet

lightning
cigarette

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

donderlarts
aslveter
beschuitlkeizer
hamerlas
zusterlkloof
zoonlbeschuit
vraaglsla
klooflduim
slalzuster
legerlvraag
monniklzeeman
penldonder
zeemanlbij
pilootlkogel

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

theelleger
keizerlhamer
artslvrede
duimlkrent
veterlpen
hagellzoon
kogellzwijn
zwijnlthee
leeuw/piloot
bijlmonnik
goudlleeuw
meisjelhagel
vredelgoud
krentlmeisje

koJie
koning
dokter
vinger
schoen
meeuw
geweer
varken
ttjger
honing
zilver
jongen
oorlog
rozijn

tealarmy
emperorlhammer
doctorlpeace
thumblcurrant
shoelacelpen
haillson
bulletlboar
boarltea
lion/pilot
beelmonk
goldllion
girl/hail
peacelgold
currantlgirl

coffee
king
doctor
finger
shoe
snow
rifle
Pig
tiger
honey
silver
boy
war
raisin

1
2
3
4
5
6

AF*

**

nail
brother
daughter
answer
abyss
vegetable
soldier
monastery
pencil
sailor
plane

52
31
60
26
23
63
84
12
34
21
27
23
9
75
57
53
50
45
94
40
35
61
30
25

44

72
44
43
8=44.04f21.3
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English

Dutch
prime

target

target

AF*

forklstocking
hatlfork
salmonlcotton
dresslmoon
cottonlbeast
mouseldress
flylapple
calflarrwu
doglhat
stockingllove
hall-standlgoose
bugifady
auntlbug
moonlmouse

knife
cap
fish
skirt
wool
rat
mosquito

51
31
62
29
19
17
21
54
48
43
73
29
70
54

blazelsalmon
pepperlnose
hay /niece
noseldesert
gooselarm
love/calf
niecelfly
ladylbranch
beastlhall-stand
applelblaze
armlhay
amowlpepper
desertldog
branchlaunt

fire
salt
grass
mouth
duck
hatred
nephew
gentleman
animal
pear
leg
bow
sand
tree

prime

-~

relatedtunrelated
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relatedtunrelated
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

vorklkous
hoedlvork
zalmlkatoen
jurklmaan
katoenlbeest
muisljurk
vlieg/appel
kalflpijl
hondlhoed
kouslliefde
kapstoklgans
keverldame
tanrelkever
maantmuis

15
16
17
18
19

brandlzalm
peperlneus
hooilnicht
neuslwoestijn
gans/arm
liefdelkalf
nichtlvlieg
dameltak
beestlkapstok
appellbrand
armlhooi
pijllpeper
woestijnlhond
takltante

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

mes
per

vis

rok
wol
rat
mug
koe
kat
sok
jas
tor
oom
zon

vuur
ZOUt

gras
mond
eend
haat
neef
heer
dier
peer
been
boog
zand
boom

* AF = association frequency.
** The literal meaning of “muisjes”

COW

cat
sock
coat
beetle
uncle
sun

63
83
30
21
28
17
69
57
45
37
39
66
44

is “little mice”. Here the word refers to a mixture of
white and pink sugar-coated aniseeds. In Holland it is served on rusks to celebrate the
birth of a baby.

